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FYI,

I didn't know that the Public's right to have confidence in our Courts was based on what one
believes is the complexity of the issue before them.  

Given that after a five and a half-month process and being led to believe that NDC
consultants had some special insights into why the authors of the Fair Maps Act and then
the California legislature found "continuity so important in the intent by the legislature" (as
Mayor Constantine asked) I believe many MH residents understandably hoped the judge
would actually answer that when in the end the only 'answer' we got from the experts was
"uhm, the legislature did not explain why they put it number one, they just put it straight
up, crystal clear number one.......It's not an item they discussed in detail why they put it
first, they just put it first".

IMO, the complexity of the Fair Maps Act does go far beyond "they just put it (contiguity)
first" and while it may be perfectly fine for the legislators to not explain themselves, I
believe the public has a reasonable expectation that the courts should - especially when the
authors / sponsors of the Act gave many statements, in and outside the offical record that
make it crystal clear their actual intent was something much different than putting
contiguity first just because they could. 

Nonetheless, thank you for that clarification.

Joe Baranowski

Please Note: I request this be supplemented as Public Comment.  

---- On Wed, 18 May 2022 11:14:49 -0700 Joe Baranowski <joe.b@mh-rgc.org> wrote
----

The City Council should appeal Judge Emede’s ruling that found Map 103 violates the
FAIR MAPS Act.  

As the City Attorney and the City’s redistricting consultants said multiple times over
the long process, the existing Morgan Hill district maps, which were carefully drawn in
2017, are unquestionably the best way to balance the overall goals of Federal and
State election laws and to recognize the important and well known Communities of
Interest and unique geopgraphy that exist in our City, and the only reason ‘we are
here’ is because of the changes in the California law brought on by the Fair Maps
Act.   

The Mayor and others have asked the question: who would be hurt by keeping the
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current districts (i.e. Map 103)?

I did not expect family law Judge Julie Emede to answer that question because the
answer is not a matter of law.  The answer to that question is found by a
consideration of Morgan Hill politics which led to the lawsuit being filed against the
‘City’  (which means all of us)  which is not the domain of the court.   

I did not expect Judge Emede to find that any of the alternative maps that have been
proposed violate the Voting Rights Act, because I recognize that "a minority group
must be sufficiently large and compact to consitute a majority in a single district".  I
would note that those who wish to use this 'Gingles factor' to suggest that fighting to
protect the minority voters in Morgan Hill from being disempowered because of an
ambiguous new law is a 'waste of time'  or that it supports some supposed concern
for 'legality' within the City governmentshould seriously consider reading about the
long history of the battle for voting equality in the United States and should strongly
consider whether they could find a better way to acheive their real goals.  I stand with
those who agree with, and were willing to fight for what Attorney Baller told this
council back in Februrary:

The history of voting rights in California, unlike many parts of our country, has been
one of steady progress toward greater democracy and racial fairness. Morgan Hill
made an important and praiseworthy advance that served both of those interests in
2017, and better and more responsive governance has resulted. It would be a
disservice to those goals and a huge step back from their achievement to enact a
districting plan that divides not just one but two communities of interest, one of which
includes a strong plurality or majority of lower-income and racial-minority residents
concentrated in the central corridor area. The City has much to gain, and nothing to
lose, by “doing the right thing.”

I did expect Judge Emede would base her decision on a robust, transparent, and
thoughtful examination of the statutory language and a proper interpretation of the
Fair Maps Act and she would do so in a manner which give the public a way to
examine and understand her reasoning.  

After all, that is what  San Luis Obispo Superior Court Judge Rita Coyne Federman
did in her February 2022 ruling [1]  in which she concluded that San Luis Obispo
County officials could use the redistricting map they adopted in December for this
year's elections, despite a legal challenge to the map from a local nonprofit group. 

In her 21-page order the Judge noted that the Fair Maps Act just went into effect on
January 1, 2020, that the interested parties did not identify any cases interpreting the
statutory provisions in question and “in this case of first impression, the Court turns to
the rules of statutory construction to interpret the language of the statue”.  Her clear
written decision allows those who agree or disagree with it to understand her
reasoning - that is to learn.

I have no idea if Judge Emede made her ruling on similar considerations or not. 
th



Having spoke to several people who were able to attend the May 9  hearing, I can
only say this case, as it stands today, can not be considered a Public Interest case
because the Public has almost no idea why the Judge ruled as she did.   From
interpreting what others have said, Judge Emede apparently did find the ‘plain
meaning’ of the statue ambiguous enough that the intent of the legislature needed to
be considered and somehow found that putting a strict definition of contiguity on a
pedestal where it trumps all other criteria is consistent with the California legislator’s
intent when the passed the Act.  

I fully recognize that there are a small group of people who will want us to believe the
reason Judge Emede did not articulate her reasoning in a written order is because
Map 103’s inconsistency with the law is “patently obvious”.   It’s not and in my
opinion, Public Interest can only be served by allowing three judges to more closely
examine the facts, assess whether the right interpretation was rendered, and to
inform the Public how they reached their conclusion. 
Joe Baranowski  

[1] https://www.slo.courts.ca.gov/sites/default/files/slo2/default/2022-
02/Order_Denying_Petitioners_22CVP0007.pdf
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